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C O M M E N C 1 M E N T
rwo fHOUSAND Seven
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2012 with funding from
LYRASIS Members and Sloan Foundation
http://archive.org/details/commencementoneh07unse
Ua/rwie/icement c \xercise&
Sunday, Mat 13. 2007
William R. Sautter. Chairman. La Salle University Board ofTrustees, Presiding
PROCESSIONAL (Pomp and Circumstance)* Edward Elgar
INVOCATION* Michael T.Farrell
N OTONAL ANTHEM FRANCIS SCOTT KEY
INTRODUCTION OF STUDENl SPEAKER Joseph J. Cicala. PhD
Dean
A GRADUATE SPEAKS Ricardo R. Johnson
CONFERRING Oh HONORARY DEGREES Brother Michael J. McGinniss, F.S.C.. Ph.D.
PRI.SI M VIION 01 LJNDBACK AWARD Richard A. NigTO, PhJD
Provost
i The Christian R. and Man / Lindback Award is presentedfor Distinguished Teaching}
PRESENTATION 01 CANDIDATES Richard A NigTO, Ph D
Doctor of Psychology m Clinical Psychology
Thomas A. Keagy, Ph.D.
Dean. School ol Arts and Sciences
Master of Science in Nursing
Master oj St ieru e in Speech-Language Pathology
Xanc Robinson Woll. PhD. R.N., 1 A \ N
Dean. School ol Nnisin;j and Health Sciences
Master <>l Business Administration
Paul R Hi../ma. Mil \ .( P.A CM. A.
Dean. School ol Business
Mastei <>! Si an, r m ( omputei Information s< ieru ,
Mastei ol S« ience m Information Technology Leadership
Mastei ofArts m Professional Communication
Mastei oi \ns in ( ential ami Eastern European Stmltes
Mastei ofArts in ( 'Unit al Psyt hology
Mastei oi Ans in Cliiin al Counseling Psyt hology
Mastei oi Ans in Education
Mastei ofArts in Bilingual/Bicultural Studies
Mastei ofArts in Theology and Ministry
Mastei oi \ns in iiistors
i nomas \ Keagy, Ph D
Dean School ol Vrts and S( iences
Mast, i oj Business Administration
Mastei ofArts in Professional ( omnium, alion
loseph^ i pas Ph D
I k .in < ollege ol Professional and ( Continuing Studies
l'\l)IR(.R U>1 \ll
Bachelor oj St ieru < in Nursing
Bachelor ol Science in Satmum
Bachelor oj s, n nt ,
Zane Rohmson Woli. PhJD .RJN.,1 \ UN
Dean. School ol Nursing and Health Sciences
Bachelor oj St ience in Business Administration
Paul R Bra/in.i. M.B.A..C.P.A ( M \
Dean. School ol Business
Bachelor oj Sot ial Work
Bachelor oj St it m <
Bachelor ofArts
rhomas \ Keagy, Ph.D.
Dean, School ol Arts and Sciences
Bachelor oj irts
Joseph > i gras,PhJD
Dean, College ol Professional
and Continuing Studies
AsSOt tat, in Arts
l nomas \ Keagy, Ph D
Dean, School oi \n- and Sciences
in \rts
Joseph \ l y. as. PhD
Dean, College ol Professional
and ( ontinuing Studies
led to -.i.im.1 during il
until tin- kcademu Proceulon hai left lha held \m hnal action cunot is taken priot to the pnnti
tentative ll> I . the right to nuke any change* required
CONFERRING OF DEGRH S l\ Col RSE Brother Michael J. McGinniss. F.S.C.. Ph.D.
President
ALUMNI [NDUCnON Michael J. Diccicco
Alumni Association President
REMARKS Brother Michael J. McGinniss, F.S.C., Ph.D.
President
CLOSING PRAYER* Kathryn Dobransky
Alma Mater Daniel J. rodden
RECESSIONAL (Trumpet Voluntary) JOHN STANLEY
Musicians: Crosstovvn Brass Quintet Vocalists: Wyniqua Lavonne Brown. Amy Louise Comstock,
Theresa Mary DeLaurentis. Rebecca Ehrlich.
Alexis Nicole Keegan. Adriana M. Pacienza
. Vational\ (/////<///
The Star Spangled Banner
Oh, say, can you see.
By the dawn's early light
What so proudly we hailed
At the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars.
Thro' the perilous fight
O'er the ramparts we watched.
Were so gallantly streaming.
And the rockets' red glare.
The bombs bursting in air.
Gave proof through the night
That our flag was still there.
Oh, say, does that star-spangled
Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free
And the home of the brave?
— Francis Scott Key
. tuna . uater
Glory La Salle
Above Explorers valiant,
Here under thine eyes.
Thy blue and gold banners
Unfurl 'neath the skies!
Chorus:
La Salle, La Salle, thy glory.
Thy triumphs we praise!
Thy name in song forever
Shall we proudly raise!
Thy sons and daughters standing
Await thy command.
Thou fortress of faith
In our God and our land!
Chorus:
La Salle. La Salle, thy glory.
Thy triumphs we praise!
Thy name in song forever
Shall we proudly raise!
— Daniel J. Rodden
*The audience is requested to stand during the Academic Procession. Invocation, National Anthem, and Closing Prayer, and to remain in plac
until the Academic Procession has left the field. As final action cannot be taken prior to the printing of this program, the list of candidates is
tentative, the University reserving the right to make any changes required.
Thomas Carle)
Doctor Of Humane Letters
Presented bv
LvnneA Tester. Ph.D.
Chair & Assot tate Professor, Communication
Thomas Curie) is the 1 2th person to lead The Associated Press | APi since its founding in 1 ^46. Under his leadership. AP is mm mg rapidlv
to capture the grow mg audience for digital and \ ideo new B. Curie) also has deepened AP*S longstanding commitment to the people's
nght
to know and serves as one ot the nation's most aggressive advocates lor open government.
Curie) has established programs to celebrate exceptional journalism AP became the first western new s jgencv to open a bureau in Pvongang.
North Korea, and added stall in Latin America, Asia, and the Mideast, including Iraq, where AP has more than a hundred people Among
the recognitions that AP has received during C'urlev s tenure are the 2<K)5 and 2<><r Pulit/er Prizes for Breaking News Photograph)
Curie) was named President and C.E.O.ofAP in June 2003 He previous!) was President and Publisher ol ( s\ rODAy. the nation's largest-
selling dailv newspaper Me was the original news staller on the project that led to the creation ot I S I
Curley's journalism career began at the age ot 15 when he covered high school basketball tor his hometown newspapt
i Pa ) He continued working lor newspapers during college, and he joined Gannett s Rochestei N in 1972 as night
citv/suburban editor He became editor ofGanneU's Norwich (Conn \ Bulletin m 1982 and publisher ol Tht 1 ouriei Vewr in BridgewMer,
N J . in 1983 before returning to ( s\ TODA\ in 1985 to his career, he has reported from Europe. Central America, and Asia
Curie) earned his bachelor's degree to political science from La Salle Universit) in 1970 As a student, he was the editoi
la Salle's student newspaper, and was honored upon ins graduation as the senioi who had contributed most to his class Curie) served on
the University's Board ol trustees from 1992 to 2005
Curie) earned a fellowship in public opinion research liom Northwestern I niveisiiv in 1976 and a mastei
s degree in business administration
from Rochestei Institute ol fechnolog) m 1977.
Curie) is married to Marsha Stanley, a forma newspaper reporter and freelance write [he) have two daughters. Laura and Meltoda
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Farah Kristina Andre
B.A., Wesleyan University. 2001. Psychology
M.A.. La Salic University. 2004. Clinical Psychology
Farah Andre is carrying out her A. P.A.-accredited predoctoral internship at the Center for Mental Health at the Reading Hospital and
Medical Center. She works within multidisciplinary teams to serve low-income individuals with a variety of presenting complaints. Her
research interests lie in better understanding and diagnosing mood disorders and implementing effective treatments for individuals with
longstanding interpersonal difficulties. Her clinical dissertation, entitled "Bipolar disorder: history and current status." chaired by Brother
Joseph Burke. F.S.C., Ph.D.. focused on developing a better understanding of bipolar disorder and generating strategies to improve the
accuracy with which psychologists make this diagnosis. Farah is looking forward to pursuing a career providing services within the
community mental health system.
Kathryn E. Kanzler Appolonio
B.S.. Lihcrtx University. 1999. Psychology
M.A.. La Salle University, 2004. Clinical Psychology
Kathryn Appolonio is currently completing her A.P.A.-accredited clinical internship in clinical psychology at Wilford Hall Medical Center
(WHMC I. She was commissioned as a Captain in the U.S. Air Force and is currently serving a military population by providing treatment,
assessment, and consultation using behavioral and cognitive-behavioral techniques. Kathryn was also selected as Assistant Chief in her
cohort of 1 1 and has been gaining specialized training in clinical health psychology, primary care interventions, and post-traumatic
stress disorder. Her research interests and involvement at WHMC involve women's health, medical populations, and community outreach.
Kathryn has presented research at national psychology conferences hosted by the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies and
the Society of Behavioral Medicine. Her clinical dissertation, chaired by Randy Fingerhut. Ph.D.. was funded by the 2005 Student Research
Grant Award from the Society of Military Psychology (A.P.A. Division 19) and is entitled "Postpartum Depression in a Military Population."
Kathryn is looking forward to continuing her career in clinical health psychology as a psychologist and officer in the U.S. Air Force.
Lutissua Delilah Ballard
B.S.. St. Joseph's University. 2000. Psychology
M.A.. La Salle University. 2003. Clinical Psychology
Lutissua Ballard is currently a First Lieutenant in the U.S. Army Reserves, Branch Signal Corps. She has completed her A.P.A.-accredited
clinical internship at Mercy First Residential Treatment Facility in child and adolescent clinical psychology. She provided intensive
psychological treatment and crisis interventions/assessments to adolescent males with severe and persistent psychiatric disorders who are
placed in a long-term residential treatment facility. These disorders include schizophrenia, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). bipolar
disorder, and similar conditions. Lutissua's research interests and involvement include working with adolescents with non-affective
psychotic disorders, particularly individuals with schizophrenia. Future research interests include working with military soldiers diagnosed
with PTSD and issues affecting the African American community. Lutissua's clinical dissertation, chaired by Sharon L. Armstrong, Ph.D.,
is entitled. "Investigating Semantic Organization in Adolescents with Non-Affective Psychotic Disorders Using a Food Categorization
Task: A Pilot Study." Lutissua and her husband. Christopher, are expecting their first child in May 2007.
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Jamie R. Canataro
B \ La Salle University 1999, Philosophy
B.A.. La Sulk- L niversity, 2(H) 1. Psychology
M.A., Ui Salic I 'niversity, 2005, Clinical Psychology
Jamie R. C'analaro is currentlv completing her A. P. A. -accredited clinical internship at Ancora Psychiatric Hospital in Ancora. N J She
provides treatment and assessment among an adult population, speoticallv those with serious mental illness, and forensic populations
She is gaining specialized training with geriatric populations and individuals labeled as sexuall) violent predators b> the Statt
Jetsey. Jamie has recentlv presented at conferences such as the New Jerse) Association tor the Treatment of Sexual Abusers. Jamie's clinical
dissertation, chaired b> Lynn H Collins. Ph.D., is entitled "Contingencies ot Sell-Worth Activities, Self-Esteem, Qualit) ol Life, and
Life Satisfaction.'' Jamie is looking forward to continuing a career in forensic psychology.
Melissa I.. Decker
H \ Kings College. 2002, Psychology
lis
. Kings College, 2002, Gerontology
\l L La Salic I 'niversity, 2004, Clinical Psyt hoiogy
Melissa L Decker is current!) completing her A.P.A -accredited cluneal internship at the VA Maryland Healthcare System i\ \MHCs
in Baltimore, Md Melissa has completed rotations in trauma recovery, substance abuse, and health psycholog) She provides assessment
and treatment to \eterans with post-traumatic stress disorder, substance abuse, and a variclv ot medical diagnoses, including cancer and
cardiovascular disease. She provides psychotherapeutic interventions from a range ot empirical orientations, including cognitive behavioral
treatments and Acceptance and Commitment lhciap> She is gaining specialized training in c\posurc-bascd interventions tor traumatic
stress m combat veterans Melissa's research interests at the Maryland VA iik hide the assessment ol health behaviors m female veterans
With pOSt-traumatic stress disorder and smoking cessation in returning veterans from Iraq and Afghanistan Melissa's clinical dissertation.
chaired hv Cynthia I. lurk. I'h I) . is entitled "Generalized Anxiet) Disordei and Emotion Dysregulation Evaluation ot Emotional
Experiences and Emotion Regulation Strategies." Several phases ol mis research were presented al the 2005 and 2006 annual conferences
loi the Association ot Behavioral and Cognitive therapies in Washington, D C . and Chicago. Ill Melissa has accepted a postdivtoral
position ai the VA Maryland Healthcare System undei soma Batten, I'h D Ha clinical dunes drill consist ol psychological assessment
and treatmenl >>t veterans with post-traumatic stiess disordei on the trauma Recover) Program, as well as implementing ..
intervention lor weight inanagenient in overweight veterans
I is.i ReSMe I alconero
It \ J.'im- Hopkins I niversity 2<*>l Pi
\l \ la Sail, I niversity, :<"«. Clinical Psychology
I is.i Falconero is currently completing hei \ I' a accredited clinical internship at I diversity of Maryland School ofMed
Healthcare System Serious Menial illness track Ha interest in working with adults with serious mental illm •
responsibilities she provides assessment therap) and ^ase management fa adults with serious mental illness m s communit) outpatient
treatmenl centa I is.i s research interests go hand in hand with ha clinical interests she participates in research through the Mental illness
i, Education and Clinical Centei Lisa's clinical dissertation, chaired by Sharon I Armstrong Ph.D is entitled I
Imps enti in Patients with Plrstl pisode Psvchosis." I isa looks forward toacarea dedicated to working win people «
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Danielle T. Farabaugh
B.A., Millersville University. 2002, Psychology
M.A.. La Salic University, 2004, Clinical Psychology
Danielle T. Farabaugh is currently completing her A. P. A. -accredited clinical internship at the Coatesville Veterans Affairs Medical Center.
She provides crisis intervention and individual and group psychotherapy and administers psychological assessment batteries among a
diverse veteran population using cognitive behavioral interventions and contemporary evaluative techniques. She is receiving specialized
training in neuropsychological assessment, the treatment of severe mental illness and combat-related post-traumatic stress disorder, and
the use of EMDR. Danielle's clinical and research interests include the cognitive-processing mechanisms of anxiety and trauma. Her
clinical dissertation, chaired by Cynthia L. Turk. Ph.D.. is entitled "The Nature of Post-Event Processing in Social Anxiety: An Exploration
of Content."
Colleen Mary Gunteski
B.S.. St. Joseph's University, 2002, Psychology
M.A.. La Salle University, 2004, Clinical Psychology
Colleen is currently completing her A. P.A. -accredited clinical internship at Friends Hospital in Philadelphia. Pa. She is conducting individual
and group therapy and psychological assessment with a diverse population of inpatient and outpatient clients. She is gaining a breadth of
experience working with populations at all development stages and with varying levels of mental illness. Her clinical interests include
work with children, families, and trauma survivors as well as incorporation of positive psychology in practice. Her dissertation, entitled
"Strength Based Assessment in Community Mental Health: A Psychometric Evaluation of the BERS-2." was chaired by Kelly McClure.
Ph.D., and examined a strength-based assessment measure to gather data about the efficacy of utilizing strength-based approaches with
children and families. Colleen has presented at national psychology conferences and hopes to continue presenting child-focused research
in the future.
Catherine Dorothy Hillman
B.A.. Villanova University, 1989, Psychology
M.S., Villanova University. 1993, Counseling and Human Relations
Catherine D. Hillman is currently employed at Central Montgomery Mental Health Center in Norristown, Pa., where she provides individual
and group psychological treatment implementing Cognitive Behavior Therapy for an adult population in the Intensive Outpatient Program.
Catherine also performs clinical assessments for the Outpatient and Student Assessment Program and provides clinical supervision for
student interns. Catherine completed her clinical internship at the Fifth Avenue Center for Counseling and Psychotherapy in New York
City. She has also presented at the national conference for the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies in Washington, DC.
in 2005. Catherine's clinical dissertation, chaired by Frank L. Gardner. Ph.D.. ABPP. is entitled "Predictors of Early Termination from
Psychological Treatment in a Community Mental Health Setting."
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Aim I->nn Franca Humenik
H S DeSala University, 2002, Clinical Psychology
M L La Salle University, 2(M>4. Clinical Psychology
Arm l.\nn Frances Humenik is currently completing her A. PA. -accredited clinical internship at the Ma> Institute in child clinical
psychology. She provides assessment, consultation, and therapeutic intervention among a pediatric population using cognitive behavioral
treatments Specifically, she is gaming specialized training in autism, childhood mental illness. Functional Analysis, Applied Behavioral
Analysis, and school consultation/liaison, in addition to behavioral pediatrics and child clinical experiences. Ann Lvnn's research interests
and involvement at the Mav Institute include working with children and completing functional analyses with children who have autism
along with high-risk sell-injurious behavior Aim Lynn's clinical dissertation, chaired b> Randv Fingerhut. Ph.D.. is entitled "The
Relationship between Postpartum Depression and Child Harming Thoughts
"
Michek Marie kosehin. Psv.l).
B I Tht Collegt of \< m Jersey, 1999, Psychology
M \ La Salle I niversity, 2003. Clinical Psychology
Psy I) . La Salle University, 2006, Clinical Psychology
Michele \l Kosehin completed her A PA accredited predoctoral internship at Pilgrim Psychiatric Center in New V<rk. working with
geriousl) mentally ill adults providing psychological assessment as well as individual and group psychological intervention Her clinical
dissertation, chaired b> Kevin C. Riley, Ph D . was titled The Role ol Psychological Acceptance and Coping Style m the Development
oi Job Burnoul " Dr. Kosehin is currently completing her postdoctoral hours working lor the l niversitj ol Medicine and Dentist]
Jerse> as a mental health clinician providing psychological assessment and individual and crisis intervention within a mavimuni secunlv
prison in New Jersey She also works providing in-home assessment and intervention to children and families experiencing dep
anxiety, and behavioral disorders
Jennifer Mkhde ivit/n. R.v. I\>.1>
H s \ n, Salt i I niversity, 1997 \ u
\/ s miersvilU < niversity. 1999, ( tinicalPsy
Psy l> La SalL I niversil
lennifa M Peltzo recently completed an V.P.A accredited health psychology v1hik.iI internship at Henrj Ford Hospital in Dew
( urrentiy, she is completing hei postdoctoral fellowship at Henry Ford Hospital as us insi evei psycho oncology fellow Dunne hei
time with Henry Ford, she has worked with a diverse medical population in both inpatient and outpatient settings , compacting -
in and bone marrow transplant psychological evaluations, group therapy for chronic pain patients psy< ems fot
chronic pelvic painpatienti bedside hospital assessments with the < onsull I iaison ream, and individual psychotherapy '
involvement this yeai with Henry Ford has entailed designing study and constructing measures to
multidiscipl ni.ii v team in a chronic pelvic pain population In addition, she is participating in writing a gram to fund anew
program to be launched through the Josephine Ford < ancert entet in the com room attending phyi
to become icore committee membet foi met ommunity Resources fot I mergency Departmeni Ovt
assisting with palienl management, program design and ongoing community networkini s
i lancet < entei to assisl in launching the standardization ol use ol the Distress Monitoring tool fot all inpai
oncology care lennifei t clinical dissertation chaired by Kevin Riley Ph.D isentitk
Moderatot ol Burnoul v no ' naifd has been offi
postdoctoral fellow with Henry Ford and she plans to continue her career as a health
|
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Amanda Wagner Santanello
B.S.. Denison I 'niversity, 2000, Psychology
M.A., La Salle University. 2004. Clinical Psychology
Amanda Wagner Santanello currently is completing her A. P. A. -accredited predoctoral internship at the Kennedy Krieger Institute and the
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine in the Applied Behavior Analysis track. Amanda completed a six-month rotation in the
Neurobehavioral Unit Outpatient Clinic and is participating in a rotation in the Pediatric Developmental Disorders Clinic. She provides
both clinic-based and community -based assessment and treatment services for children and adolescents with developmental disabilities
and severe behavior problems. Amanda is gaming specialized training in using applied behavior analysis methods to assess and treat
behavior problems such as self-injury, aggression, property destruction, and pica. Amanda's research interests include investigating
variables that influence parental compliance with treatment recommendations for their children. Amanda has presented at the 39th and
40th Annual Conventions of the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies and will be presenting at the upcoming 33rd
Annual Convention of the Association for Behavior Analysis. Amanda's clinical dissertation, chaired by Frank Gardner. Ph.D., ABPP. is
entitled "Is Experiential Avoidance a Mediator in the Relationship Between Maladaptive Perfectionism and Worry?'" A manuscript of
Amanda's dissertation will appear in an upcoming issue of Cognitive Therapy and Research. Following her predoctoral internship. Amanda
will be completing a postdoctoral fellowship in the Pediatric Developmental Disorders Clinic at the Kennedy Krieger Institute and the
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine.
Amber Elizabeth Testa
B.A.. Richard Stockton College ofNew Jersey, 2002. Psychology
MA., La Salle University. 2004. Clinical Psychology
Amber E. Testa is currently completing her A.PA. -accredited clinical internship at Hudson River Psychiatric Center, where she provides
treatment, assessment, and consultation to an adult inpatient psychiatric population and is gaining specialized training in the treatment
of those with serious mental illness. Amber's research interests include dissimulation and treatment of those with psychotic disorders and
co-occurring substance abuse disorders. Amber has presented at national psychology conferences on dissimulation and intends to continue
to devote time to research. Amber's clinical dissertation, chaired by Kevin Riley. Ph.D.. is entitled "The Nature and Frequency of Positive
Impression Management in an Adult Psychiatric Setting."
Jill Ann Todd
B.A.. Kutztown University 1998, Psychology
M.S.. University of Baltimore, 2000. Industrial and Organizational Psychology
M.A.. La Salle University, 2004, Clinical Psychology
Jill A. Todd is currently completing her A. P.A. -accredited clinical internship at Friends Hospital in Philadelphia. Pa., where she provides
assessment and treatment to a diverse inpatient population. Jill's work at Friends has included treating older adults and patients with
both mental health and substance abuse disorders. One of Jill's interests is in working with children and adolescents. Jill has been teaching
Introduction to Psychology at Bucks County Community College for the past five years, and she has also taught the course at Philadelphia
University. Jill's clinical dissertation, chaired by Sharon Armstrong. Ph.D.. is entitled "Emotion and Problem Solving: The Influence of
Anger and Sadness on a Creative Problem Solving Task." Upon graduation. Jill plans to seek out opportunities in which she will continue
to work with adults, children, and adolescents.
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Heather Dobre Uarnick
B I Miami University. 2002. Psychology
\l \ La Salic University, :<»>4. Clinical Psychology
Heather D. Waraick is current]) completing her A HA -accredited predoctoral clinical internship at Sharp Mesa \ isu Hospital in San
Diego, Calif. She provides assessment and therap) to children, adolescents, adults, and older adults in both inpatient and outpatient
programs in an acute care psychiatric setting. Specifically, Heather is gaining specialized training in the treatment of mood disorders
and the use of cognitive behavioral techniques lor a wide vanetv of psychopatnolog) among diverse populations Her career interests
include working with children and their families in acute stages ot crises Heather recentlv presented her dissertation, chaired hv Susan
f
Jamchclli Mmdel. Ph.D., entitled "Disordered eating and self-injurioUS behavior The influence ot emotion regulation"' at the November
2(X)6 meeting of the Association lor Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies. Heather is looking forward to a career working with children
and lamilies
SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES
Zane Robinson Wolf, Ph.D., R.N., F.A.A.N.. Dean
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN M RSING
Melanie Adrienne Hanks, a s \ . L, Salle I niversity, 2003. Nursing
Kimberl) Williams Bidwell. B.S . East Stwudsburg I niversity, 2000, Nursing
Yolande Bien-Aime, H s \ La Salle I niversity, 1999, Wursing
lakiva \I Boyd, H S Ultimas Jefferson ( niversity, 2<x)2. Nursing
Eugenia Boucher Burkholder, // s \ Gwynedd \l<n \ ( allege, 1996, Wursing
Patricia Ann BurreU, /n\ La Salle l niversity 2004, Wursing
Nidiole Danielle Butler, H s \ Holy Family College, 1998, Wursing
Robert Christopher Capperella, H s W tl ( hestet I niversity, 1996, Health Sciena i
Nun Marie Christian, H \ \ . La Salle l niversity, 2003, Wursing
Mar) Denise Connor, £ s \ Owynedd-Men
i
< ollegt 1997 Wursing
Horina Edery, H s \ . Holy Family College, 1998, Nursing
Susan I vim Ingles li s We* York State l niversity 2002 /</«/</e\
I uller.fi S Wdenei l niversity, 1997 Wursing
Antlioiiv Paul Gable. Jr.. B.S., TempU University, 2003 Wursing
l ouann ( hristina Georskey, l< s West < 'hi rtei I hi'w rsity 199
Leslie Ann Gonce, 5.5 \ I niversity ofPennsylvania, 2<*>l Wursing
Eileen Kelly Greco, n 5 \ La SalL I niversity 200:
Barton Arthur Greene K s Temple University, 1991
Xnd.e.i Deniae Gambill Keegan, B.S.A La Salle University
l una Belle Kell) B.S I niversity oj Halm 1991
M.uv ( Mangan.£.5.A La Salle University, 2003
'
Mar) ( itherine Markej B.S.N.,i
Kenneth A McDonald. B.S University ofDelawan -
,"": '•
Michael Joseph McNicholasJi 8.5 Drexel University 1990. Business idmim
( vinh ... \l Merkling 8 S V La SalL I niversity
Dolores A Morrison, B.5.A Wllanova UniversU
Kathleen \ Muldownej 5 '
\,nv I Peleckii 8 I University ofPittsburgh 2000 \nthroi
Susanna Pickering, /f s \ Holy I
Diane M Pyle B 5 \ Wldenei I ntven
Sharon S Quigk) B 5 Saftsfltu
< . -li. ,n M< ( after) Qulnn B S
\niii- Marie Rodman B.S Drexel University 199
\di,.„,., Romano it 5 I «,,,-
Karen \ R
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING (Continued)
Barbara Ann SaKitli. U.S.. Duquesne University. 1986. Nursing
JanellaJ. Santiago. B.S., Valparaiso University, 1996. Nursing
Barbara Anne Scollon, B.S.N. . La Salic I 'nivcrsity. 2003. Nursin
Bemadette M. Sheeron, B.S.N., La Salic University. 2001. Nursing
Vanessa Smith-Doughty. B.S.N., La Salle University. 2003. Nursing
Ann Marie Theresa Storbrauck. B.S.N., Im Salle University. 2004. Nursing
Thelma Walker-Pinkney, B.S.N., Widener University, 1984, Nursing
Kelly L. Weidner-Heydt, B.S., Kutztown University. 1993. Nursing
Nance) Marie White. B.S.N., La Salle University. 2003. Nursing
Mar) Elizabeth Williams. B.S., Seton Hall University. 2003. Nursing
Tamia S Williams. B.S.N.. Temple University 1996. Nursing
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY
Sabina Anthony. B.Com. Delhi University. 2002. Accounting
Kelh L. Bowes. B.A.. Temple University. 2002. Communication Sciences
Genevieve H.V. Broomes. B.S.. Temple University. 1995. Nursing
Maria O. Chastain. B.S.. Temple University. 2004. Communication Sciences
Kimberl) Ann Cook. 6.5.. Towson University. 2003. Speecli-Langini^e-Pathology/Audiology and Deaf Studies
Kara Cosentino. B.A.. West Chester University. 2003. Communicative Disorders
Kelly A. Diamond. B.A.. University of Delaware. 1996. International Relations
Janice Eileen Egan. B.A.. Washington University. 1985. American History. M.S.. Washington University. 1987. Speech and Hearing
Sciences
Megan O'Donnell Fawley. B.S.. West Virginia University. 2003. Speech Pathology and Audiology
Lauren Nicole Francks. B.A.. James Madison University. 2003. Communication Sciences & Disorders
Leah Marie Gambino. 5.5.. La Salle University 2006. Speech-Language-Hearing Science
Jamie Caryn Gattuso. 6.5. The Pennsylvania State University, 2002. Communication Sciences and Disorders
Alison Weseley Gerber. B.S.. Ithaca College. 2002. Teacher of the Speech and Hearing Handicapped
Angela R. Giardino. B.S.. The Pennsylvania State University. 1999. Communication Disorders J.D.. The Pennsylvania State I niversity, 2003
Sheri Glantz. B.S.. The Pennsylvania State University. 1974. Speech Pathology. M.Ed.. The Colllege ofNew Jersey 1978. Special Education
Lauren M. Gough. B.A.. Holy Family University. 2002. Elementary/Special Education
Manon Therese Greenberg. B.S.. Widener University. 2003. Psychology
Sara Kathryn Jones. B.S.. La Salle University. 2006. Speech-Language-Hearing Science
Ashley Michelle Keenan. 6.5., La Salle University. 2006. Speech-Language-Hearing Science
Carolyn M. Kirby. 6.5.. The Pennsylvania State University. 2000. Rehabilitation Services
Elizabeth MarieAnne Knapp. 6.5.. La Salle University, 2006. Speech-Language-Hearing Science
Jacqueline Susanne Lacinski. 6.5.. West Chester University. 1986. Communicative Disorders. M.A.. Villanova University. 1998,
Education. M.A.. Villanova University. 2001. School Leadership
Dana Marie Liston. 6.5, La Salle University. 2006. Speech-Language-Hearing Science
Heidi Shavvnene LoStracco. B.A.. Temple University. 2002. Speech-Language-Hearing Science
Mary Ellen Maguire. B.A.. Temple University. 2003. Communication Sciences
Kathryn Elizabeth McKelvey. 6.5. La Salle University. 2006. Speech-Language-Hearing Science
Amy Lynn McVaugh. 6.5. Kutztown University. 2002. Speech-Language-Pathology
Jessica B. Miller. B.A.. West Chester University. 2005. Communicative Disorders
Kathleen Moira Moran. 6.5. La Salle University. 2006. Speech-Language-Hearing Science
Maura Theresa Owens. B.S.. La Salle University. 2006. Speech-Language-Hearing Science
Stephanie S. Pauls. 6.5. West Virginia University. 1995. Speech Pathology and Audiology, M.Ed., Cabrini College. 1999. Education
Heather Lee Penny. 6.5, La Salle University, 2006, Speech-Language-Hearing Science
Nicole Pressler. 6.5.. East Stroudsburg University. 1997. Speech Pathology & Audiology
Barbara Ragusa. 6.5.. James Madison University. 2005. Speech-Language-Pathology
Christina Elizabeth Reynolds. 6.4.. Eastern University. 2003. Spanish
Kristi Ann Ritacco. B.A.. University of Pittsburgh. 2005. Communication Sciences
Kristen M. Rogers. 6.5. East Stroudsburg University. 1999 . Speech Pathology. M.A.. Holy Family University. 2002. Education
Rebecca Agnes Sapio. 6.5, Richard Stockton College ofNew Jersey. 2004. Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology
Amy G. Saunders. B.A.. Rollins College. 1993. Art History
Maribeth Schernecke. 6.5. Bloomsburg University. 2005. Speech Pathology
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY (Continued)
Stefanie Ann Sheehan, B.S., Elmira College, 1996, Speech-Language Pathology
Melissa Paige Shuster. U.S.. Boston University. /W/ Occupational Therapy
trin Kathleen Soder. U.S.. Richard Stockton College of Nat Jersey, 2005, Spea h-Language-Fathology
Agnieszka S/\mula. U.S.. La Sidle University. 2006. Speech-Language-Hearing St iem <
Andrea Velandia-Mora. U.S.. The Pennsylvania State I inversus. 2003, Communication, Si iem < and Disordt i
1
Rebecca Weiler, B.S., Richard Stockton College oj Nat Jersey, 2oit4. Speech-Language Pathology
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Paul R. Brazina. M.H. \.A V. \.. ( M. \.. Dean
MASTER ()l HI SIM SS \1)MIMS I R \ I ION
Mana (' Aguayo, B.B.A . University ofPuerto Rico, 2001, Accounting
Ricardo I) Aguayo, B B \ . I niversity q) Puerto Ru o, 2001, Accounting
Gudrat Ahmadov, B.S., Qali/a: I niversity. 2001. Business Administration
Matthew Ainsworth, B.S.B L, La Salle I 'niversity, 2006, \, < ounting
Selm.i Albayrak, B.S . Cm ynedd Men s College. 2oof>. Management
Christian B. Amato, H s . University ofDelaware, 2004, Finance/Management
James Matthew Amato, UK \ St Joseph's University, 2003, I maim
James J \mb&,B.S Collegi ofNev, lersey, 1998, Engineering
All Arslan, B \ . Istanbul I inversus. 2002. International Relations
l gui Burak tydin, B I Marmara l niversity, 2004, Economit i
Denise Baldwin. BA.,Cabrini College, 1999, History, B.S., Cabrini College, 1999, Human Resoura M
Mi Bamba, n \ I niversitede Idle I (Universite des s« iences el Techniques), 2000, Economics
Jennifei Vnne Barber, />' \ . Gettysburg College, 2oo< Mana^cinent/Lionoinics
\ngele Barreau, us . si John's l nnersns. 200*. \n ounting
Marina M Basin, B \ Temple I niversity, 2000, Marketing
Kathryn S Benner.fl.S., Philadelphia University, 2002, Psychology
Fortunata rheresa Berardi, />' S.B.A., La Salle University, 2002, Imam,
Jane Elizabeth Berger, B.B \ Hofstra University, 1979, Management
Eyvette Bethea, B s . Lincoln I niversity, 1995, Business Administration
Donald I Unci /.'/>' I Temple I niversity, 2003, Business La*
HiianJaii.es Bish, a s n \ . la Sail, I niversity, 2006, Accounting
I auia Vnne Blaney, B \ . Hols Iannis College, 1992, Management/Marketing
Eric Johnson Blankenship, B \ . Muhlenberg College, 2001, International Business
BrianS Block,fi.S., ilbright College, 1994, \ccounting/Finance
Vidua Boodhoo, B s . Duquesne l niversity, 2002, Marketing
I lizabeth \ Boor, B.S.. Edinboro University ofPennsylvania, 1999, Biology
\hdelkiiui Hoik lialn H S
. Gm snedd Men s ( ollege, 2003, Business Administration
Miccole \ Bracey, £L4., Temple University, 1992, iccounting
lamie Lynn Bradford B.S.B I East Carolina University, 2002, Marketing
Bryan K Bradley, fl.5 St Vincent College, 1994 iccounting
l. mi. ii.
i Suzanne Brandon, b s . Purdue I niversity, 1981, \grh ultun
Kathleen Boyer Braunstein. fl V.Lafayettt Collegi 2000 Math
Philip J Brennan, // S . Philadelphia i niversity, 2000, Management Information Systems
Ro) llininas Brisendine II. B s Philadelphia I niversity, 2002, //<.<..
I n Brooks /' s Trenton Statt College 1987 iccounting
Jennifei I ynne Brown, i< \ La SalU University, 2000 English
lennifer Louise Brumbaugh B.S Tht Pennsylvania Statt University, 2002 Industi
LisaM Bryant, fl.5 Merrimack Collegt 2004, International Business
Lizanne Buckle) 0.5 St foseph's University 1985 I I Marketing
Keven Wade Bucldin. B.S South Dakota Stan University 1987 n.ios Manufacturing
Philip R Burch, B.SMI The Pennsylvania State University 2004 Mechanical Et
I..iid Christopher Callahan. B.S University ofScranton 1993 \ccounting
Daniel John Cardone, S.5 Messiah Collegt ,992 \ccounting
losephJanv Cerenzio.fl.5 The College ofNew Jersey 1990, Economics
l.i.K < hi in- /( \ BudtnelU niversity 2001 Sociology
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Kiho Chung, U.S.. Delaware Valley College, 2000. Chemistry
Stephanie Paige Clark. B.S.. Ursinus College. 2002. Psychology
Kevin William Clear. 6.5.. College ofNew Jersey. 2001. Information Systems Management
William Nicholas Cosentino, B.S.B.A.. La Salle University 2005, Accounting
Robert Craig, B.S.B.A., La Salle University. 1997. Accounting
Vdelle Kimberly Crump. B.A.. Temple University. 2004. Economics
Dominic Vincent D'Alfonso, Jr.. B.A.. The Pennsylvania State University. 1998, Telecommunications
Sarah A. Daubed. 6.5.. The Pennsylvania State I 'niversity. 1997. Business Logistics
Adam Lewis Davis. 6.5.. Johnson <.v Wales University. 2005. Hospitality Management
Michael J. DeCrescio. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 2004. Management Information Systems
Rachael E. DeHart. B.S.. Juniata College. 1997. Business Administration
Robert Jason de Leon. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 2002. Management/Finance
Anthony R. DiMattia. B.S.. Kutztown University. 2002. Finance
Alexis Faith Douros. 6.5. St. Joseph's University. 2003. Accounting
Doris M. Ehret. B.S.B.A.. Rider University. 2000. Computer Information Systems
Barbara H. Eisenberg. B.S.N.. La Salle University. 20(11 Nursing
Labib M. Elsayed. B.E.. SUNY Maritime College. 2000. Marine Engineering/Conventional Power
Terri Enderes. B.A.. Rosemoni College. 1997. Psychology
Nazim Sinan Eralp. 6.5.. Istanbul University. 2003. General Business
Laura J. Feldman. 6.5. Ursinus College, 2000, Biology
Terencia Fernandes. B.S.. Bombay University - India. 1991. Mathematics M.S.. Goa University - India. 1995. Computer Science
Matthew A. Filipkowski. B.A.. Rutgers University. 1999. Marketing
Alese Marie Fisher, B.S.B.A.. La Salle University 1998, Accounting
Onika Chanelle Fletcher, B.B.A.. Loyola College. 2001. Finance
Meghan E. Flynn. B.S.. University of Sc ronton, 2000. Biology
Elizabeth Frederickson. B.S.B.A.. Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science. 1992. Accounting
Matthew J. Frederickson. B.A.. Shippensburg University. 1987. Psychology
Melissa Kristin Fritts. B.A.. University of Delaware, 2001. Psychology/Criminal Justice
Roger K. Fung. B.T.. State University ofNew York at Buffalo. 1991. Mechanical Engineering Technology. M.S.. Slate University ofNev
York at Buffalo, 2004, Criminal Justice
Charles William Funk. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 1986. Operations Management
Shannell Wanita Ganges, B.A.. University of Pittsburgh. 1998. Communications Rhetoric/Economics
Paul M. Gazaleh, 6.5.. Trenton State College. 1992. Accountancy
Daniel V. Geatens, B.S.. Rutgers University. 1995. Finance
Aysegul Gedikbasi. B.A.. BiLkent I niversity 2004. Political Science and Public Administration
Richard Edward Gelfand. B.B.A.. Temple University. 1991. Accounting
Hadassa I. George. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 1994. Organizational Management
Joseph Matthew Giordano. 6.5, The Pennsylvania State University. 2002. Business
Martin Ndicu Githinji. B.C.. Kenyotta University. 1999, Banking and Finance
Francis E. Gleeson. 6.5.. Temple University. 1991. Electronic Engineering
Inna Goldshteyn, B.A.. Temple University, 2001, Journalism
Marisa Ane Gomes-Riehle. B.B.A.. Temple University. 2002. International Business Administration
Chared O. Goodwin. B.S.. West Chester University. 2001. Business Management
Mark W. Gordon. B.A.. Holy Family College. 1993. Accounting
Stash J. Graham. B.A.. La Salle University, 2005. Biology
Eric Jason Gross, B.S.B.A.. Shippenshuig University 1997. Marketing
Mahamat Ahmat Guedi. 5.5. Ecole Superieure de Gestion et Finance. 2000. Finance
Christopher Anthony Guy. B.B.A.. Temple University. 2004, Finance
Frederick C. Hadden. B.S.. The Pennsylvania State University. 1995. Finance/International Business
Kevin A. Haimovitz. B.S., The Pennsylvania State University. 1998. Finance
Yosia Handoko. 6.5.. Gadjah Mada University. 2004. Computer Science
John Thomas Hank. B.A.. Seton Hall University. 1968. Classical Languages, M.A.. Seton Hall University, 1979. Theology
Catharine Margaret Hogan. B.A.. Rutgers University. 1997. Political Science
Anthony Kyle Holmes. B.B.A.. Temple University. 2003. Marketing
Helene Holmes, B.A.. La Salle University. 2001. Communication
Allison Marie Hope. B.A.. La Salle University. 2003. Communication
Patrick W. Hughes. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University 2004. Marketing/Management Information Systems
Daniel Iacono. B.A.. The Pennsylvania State University, 2000. Telecommunications
MASTER OFB1 MM ss \DMIMSI RATION (Continued)
Christine Noel lannacone. B.S., The Pennsylvania Siate University, 1991, Economit i
Nikkna Samona Jenkins. B A . La Salle University, 2004, Sociology
Catherine L Jennings. B A . Shippensburg University, 19X7. Communications/Speech Communications
Dennis G. Johnson. B S I niversity of Scranton, 1998, Accounting
Linda Johnson-LeBlanc. B.A., Cabrini College, 2001. Organizational Management
Tom Vosilko Jones. B S Cm ynedd-Men > College, 2<M>4. Business Aaministration/Organkational Mane
Stella K. Kadatskaya, BA. Temple University, 1996, Anthropology BS . Temple University, 2000, Pharmacy
Arpad Attila Kallos. B.S., Drexel University, 2003, Information S< ient <
Srinivas Kamam. B.Tet h ., Andhra University, India. 1986, Chemit al Engineering, M.St . I niversit
Chemical Engineering
Victoria Anne Kaminskv B.S., Gwynedd-Men \ College, 2004, At < ounting
Marguerite Man Kane. B.A hi Salle University, 1992, Secondary Education/Spanish
StephenJ. Kama. #..4 . Si Joseph's University, 2<H>4. International Relations
Ibrahim Serhat Kebapci. B.S., Kocaeli I niversity, 2005, Electron!* Communication Engim
Charles Denmson Kelly, B SB A La Salle I niversity, 1995, iccounting
Megan A Kelly, B.S., Niagara I 'niversity, 2003, Commerce-Et onomk s cV. Finam <
John-LaSalle A King. B.S.B.A La Salle I niversity 2002, Finance
Andrew Joseph Knaus. B.A.. Villanova I niversity, 1998, (ienital Arts
Jennifer N. Knaus, BSBA . Villanova University. 1998, Finance
Brian Andrew Koch. B S.B A Ui Salle I niversity, 2<Ht4, Marketing/Ftnant e
Sylvie Martbe Koffi, S.5., University ofParis XJI-Valdt Mann 1997 BusinessAaminmstm
Maine 1998, Business Administration
Anna Monika Kosiorek. B B A Temple I niversity. 2003, I man, e/lnternational Business
Daniel J Kuinpt. B A Dn kinson C 'allege, 1988, Et onomu s
Aysegul (io/de Kurtay, BS . Bilkent I niversity, 2003, ComputerEngineermg/lnformatio* s
Leonard David I.adenhemi. B.S.. Brooklyn Collegt 1988, Management and Finance, MP! I MDNJA
"
nt I'hssi, al Therapy
Colleen Lampart, B s (ahum College, 2002, Mathematit i
Anthoin K LaSala, B s B \ La Salle I niversity, 1995, Management Informatim 5
Nancj I awson, B s Rutgers I niversity, 2001, Marketing
Sandra k I eggieri, B \ I niversity ofPennsylvania, 1974, daman
Nicholas N Levandusky.fi I Cabrini Collegt 2000. EnglishACommunication
Bkaterina I evasseui B.S.B I La Salle I niversity, 2004, Finance* Marketing
lonaR Lewis. A s. I niversity ofBombay, India. 1974 Microbiology, M \ l niversity ofBt
State I niversity 1986, Immunology/Mit robiology
Yang Liu bb \ Temple University. 2002, iccounting
Debre Ann Lloyd, A5.A La Salle University, 2003. Nursing M.SJs Dn
k.uil I ugenio Surdez I opez, ' niversidad Panamericana -
Richard I Lynen,M.D n\ Fbrdham University
Boh,, i Wood Johns,,,, Medical School 1990
Michael John Marchesani. 0.5 s, Joseph's University 2003 Food Marketing
Cedric Davis Marlow, B.S Rosemonti
Curtis Robert Martin. £.5 Mlllersville University
Se.m Met ook B S Tht Pennsylvania suit, I nivt
Diana Velasco McDonald />' S b \ Boston Urn
m
( lovern /•' \ Tht Pt nnsytvania Statt ' nivt rsil
Denise Marie McNichol B.S Untversit
Michael Joseph McNicholas. Ji B.S Drexel University
I redru I ran
l rancii D Merri •
Karen < i Meshko> B.A.. George
William I Meya lr..B.S..D
Myieshal M
Hilaint Schoen Millen B.S Wii
Wend) I Mm Minnli /»' S /»•
BlUie loWorreU Miraski b \
YvetteD Mitchell B S.B.A.. < KA
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Hee Joon Moon. B.B.A., Korea University South Korea. 1986, International Trade/Economics
Maria deLourdes Morris. B.B.A.. Temple University. 2001. International Business
Megan C. Morris. B.S.B.A., La Salle University. 200.1 Finance
Mary Theresa Murray U.S., University of Scranton. 2004, Accounting
I-'cyru/ Mustafayev. B.A.. Anadolu University. 2003. Business Administration
Michael Joseph Napierkowski. B.A., La Salle University. 2002. Computer Science
Patrick J. Nash. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University, 2004. Accounting
I )a\ id I' Necow it/. U.S.. The Pennsylvania Slate University, 1985, Health Planning & Administration
Joseph E. Nelson. B.S.. The Pennsylvania Stale University. 2000. Kinesiology
Lorraine Lum Niba. B.S.. University of Nigeria. 1990, Biochemistry; M.S.. University of Nigeria. 1994. Food Service and Technology:
PhD, University ofMaryland, 2001, Food Science
Irina G. O'Brien. B.B.A.. Temple University 2002. Management and Insurance
Kathryn O'Brien. B.S.. Yilkmova University 2005, Marketing
Simeon Olowere. B.Sc, University of Baden. Nigeria, 1988. Economics
Linette Y. Ortiz-Barnes, B.S.N. . Temple University, 1999, Nursing
Jay L. Patel. BConu, Gujarat University. 2004. Accounting & Auditing; MCom, Gujarat University. 2005. Accountancy and Statistics
Susan Elizabeth Patrick, B.S.B.A., La Salle University. 2000. Management
Michael Pelham. B.S.B.A., Lei Salle University 1998. Accounting
Melissa Perez, B.S.B.A.. University of Puerto Rico. 2003. Finance
Betina M. Peterson. B.S., University ofIllinois at Chicago, 2002, Biological Sciences
Michael Pidhirsky. B.S.B.A., La Salle University. 2003. Finance/Management Information Systems
Jeff Pinkham. B.A., Holy Family College. 2000, Accounting
Robert Frederick Poiesz, B.S., Messiah College. 2005. Engineering
Oksana Pomerlian. B.S. Lviv College, Ukraine. 1988. Accounting
Carrie A. Quinn. B.B.A.. Temple University, 2005. Marketing
Anita Raja, B.B.A., Temple University. 2003. Management Information Systems
Gregory Harrison Reif, B.A., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. 2003. Public and Urban Affairs
Nicholas William Reis, B.A., Muhlenberg College, 1999. Business Administration
Miguel Angel Rodriguez, B.A.. Temple I 'Diversity. 2000. Public Relations
Marco Salvatore Rollo. B.A., La Salle University, 2004. Economics / International Studies
Carlos Torres Roman, B.B.A.. University of Puerto Rico. 2003. Finance
Victor Sidiqq Rozier. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University 2004. Accounting
Jeffrey Anthony Riggs. B.B.A.. Western Michigan University 1997. Finance
Steffi Ruhland, B.S.. Nordakademie Hochschule der Wirtschqft, 2001, Management Information Systems
Gwinyai G. Rukambe. B.S., Technikon. South Africa, 2000, Marketing
Barbara Lucia Rutala, B.S., Delaware Valley College. 2002. Animal Science
Sutsada Saelao, B.A.. Chulalongkom University. 2001. Political Science
Robert Edwin Schloendom, B.S., Temple University. 1972. Secondary Education/English
Barbara Anne Scollon, B.S.N.. La Salle University. 2003. Nursing
Peter G. Scott, B.S.. Fairfield University 2003. Management
Christopher B. Seedorf, B.S., Capella University, 2005. Business Administration
Amy Seeley. B.S.. University of Scranton. 1998. Health Administration
David L. Sexton. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 2001. Fimmce/Miinagemeni Information Systems
Erin Shapiro. B.B.A.. Temple University. 2003, Marketing/Finance
Lauren Jo Shipley, B.S.. Rollins College, 1992, Economics
Joanne Shoemaker. B.S., The Pennsylvania State University, 2003. Management Science/ Information Systems/International Business
Brian W. Singer. 6.5.. University of Delaware. 2001. Finance
Andrew K. Skinner. B.S.B.A.. Shippensburg University. 1997. Marketing
Karen K. Smith, B.S.B.A.. Gwynedd-Mercy College, 1997, Marketing
Dessislava M. Sokolova, B.A., Truman State University. 2004. Marketing
Mayank KrishnaKumar Somaiya. B.S.. Birla Institute of Technology, 2004, Computer Applications
Alicia Squitieri. B.S.. Florida State University. 1998. Chemistry/Biochemistry.M.S.. University of Florida, 2000. Molecular
Genetics/Microbiology
Ivan Theodore Stanke. B.S.. University ofNew Mexico. 2001. Mechanical Engineering
Kelly Marie Stefanik, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 1999. Accounting
Dsana Mira Sulistyawati. B.S.. Dre.xel University. 2005. General Studies
Hadi Sunarto. B.A.. Tarumanagara University. 2003. Accounting
MASTER OF BUSINESS \I)\II\IM RATION (Continued!
Joseph F. Surma III. B.S.B. A.. Im Salic University, 1988, Business Administration
hrkan Tasdemirci, BA, l niversity ofGaziantep, 2004. Economics
Nanc> Ann Tomlinson, B.S.N., Immaculata College, 1997. Nursing
Khoa M. Tran. B.S., American University. 2005. Act ounting/Markcting
Matthew M Tulim. BA, Rutgers University, 2000. Biology, B.S., Rutgers L niversity, 2004, Compuh S
Huseyin Akin L'«urlu. B.S., Galatasaray University, 2005, Industrial Engineering
Lourdes G. Valentin. BA, University <>t Puerto Rit <>. 2001, Accounting
Rita Ventresca, BA. University ofPennsylvania, 1996. Psychology/Communications
Nicholas Peter V'erna II. BA, Indiana University qj Pennsylvania, 1995, Economics/Politu a i
Andrew H Wagner, B.B \ Temple University, 2000, Finance/Risk Management and Insure
Ronald Joseph Waterman, B S . The Pennsylvania Suite University, 1992. Health Bolus andAdministration
Daniel Edmond Watt. B.S., The Pennsylvania State I 'niversity, 2001, Management S< ient < and Information Systems
Danielle M White. B.S., King's College, 2001. Human Resources/Psychology
Nances Mane White, B.S.N., La Salle I niversity 2003, Nursing
Sandra E. White, B.S., King's College, 2004. Business Administration
Przemyslaw Wiczynski, BA, La Salle University, 2005, Economics/International Studies
Joseph J Wilkes. B.S.M.E., Villanova University, 1991. Mechanical Engineering
Pui Yin Wong, B BA . Temple I 'niversity, 2005, \< i ounting
Narumon Wongwilai, B.S . Kasetsart ( 'niversity, 1999 a, , ounting
Kagan Yalaman, BA., Eastern Mediterranean ( niversity 2003, Puhlu Relations andAdvertising
Dennis Huiqing Zhao, B.S., Nanjing University, China, 1984 Astrophysics W \ WesUyan University, 1991, Astrono*
SCHOOL OF IRTS UND SCIENCES
Thomas \. Keagy, lMi.1).. Dean
MASTER OI s( n N( i in COMPI TER INFORMATION S< ll N< I
Andrew Michael Angelucci, B s . On \,l l nivt rsity 2003 Informatioi s
MadhuriN Bendale, 0.S., SSGMC1 Shegaon (India), 1999 Compute! \
Kenneth \\ Conover, B s Temple I niversity, 2001, Computer and Info
Darryn ( romwell B I La Salle I niversity 1988 ( omputt
Neil Petei I -Knn. BA . Rutgers l niversity 1992, Biology
Michael Patrick Gallagher, B.S.B I La Salle I 'niversity, 1999, Management Infc
PatriciaS Gimpel, B.S.B \ La Salle University
Nicholas Q Haneman, 0.5 The Pennsylvania Stan University 1982 '
Kevin C. McBride, BA Ursuius CoUegt 2000, English
Don Paul. B l lawaharlal Nehru National ( oi i
rhomas Armand Reed B\ University ofSouth Fli
Smith, 0.5 Rutgers University 1993 \ccounting
Andrew Douglas Stutzman, \ Moody Bibh Inst
Di Ph.mi rruoo| B s Hi, i; nnsytvanic
loseph i Weindorfo B S B I La Sallt ' wvt rsil
Dmitri) Yakovlev, w S Si r\
MASTER Ol Si ll N( I IN INFORMATION ll ( HNOI m.\ l I tDERSHIP
loseph K \ o a I /.. Sail* I nivt <
Valerie 1 1 Bank B
Siderii N Bastai B S Si lo
Donna I yiui I vi sul />' 5 /.
\ii\.nuiii Gorshemn B.5 Dt
m Hammond B I
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP (Continued)
Joseph F. Jakubowski, U.S.. Spring Cm Jen College, I9SS. Electronics Engineering Technology
Oregon Lutz. U.S.. Indiana University of Pennsylvania, 1993. Business Management
Timothy Andrew McCleary. B.S.. Millersville University. 1999. Computer Science
Kimberly ODonnell. B.A.. La Salle University. 1997. Criminal Justice
Daniel N. Santarsiero. M.S., La Salle University. 2003 Computer Information Science
Alieia M. Stonesifer, B.A., La Salle University 2002. Digital Arts and Multimedia Design
Benito Veguilla. U.S.. Charleston Southern I 'nivcrsily. I9S9. Business Administration Management
MASTER OF ARTS IN PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION
Diana M. Gareia Aeero, B.A.. Ursinus College. 2003. Communication Studies
Andrea Carolina Moreno Acosta. B.A.. Bucknell University. 2004. Political Science
Kevin Anthony Barry. B..A.. DeSales University. 2001. Communication/Psychology
Charles J. Bloom. B.A.. Eastern College. 2000. Organizational Management
Stephanie L. Brown. B.S.. Pierce College. 2000. Business Administration and Management
Seanna Bruno. B.A.. La Salle University. 2003. Communication
Pamela Chivis Coles. B.S.. Cahrini College. 1995. Business Management
Jean CS Dolan. B.A.. La Salle University 1997. English/Professional Writing
Janet Mae Donovan. B.A.. Beaver College. 1992. Communication
Pamela Catherine Gain. B.A.. La Salle University. 2003. English
Davida Veronica Garr. B.A., Temple Universiry. 1990. Communication
Linda Hagerty-Dotterer. B.A.. Rutgers University: 1993. English
Eric M. Haman. B.S.Ed., West Chester University. 1995. Social Studies
Vaia Haralambou. B.A.. Temple University 2001. Advertising
Jamila Nzinga Zakiyyah Harlev. 6.4. , Temple University. 2001. Journalism
Christopher Edward Holwick. B.A.. University oj Pittsburgh. 1998, English Literature
Laura J. Kanzler. B. S.. Liberty University. 2002. Communication Studies
Cassandra V. Kemp. B.A.. La Salle Universiry, 2002. Communication
Aliya Zakia Khabir. B.B.A.. Temple University. 2001, Marketing
Nicole Renee Edna Lee. B.A., Hampton University 1995. Political Science
Mary Ann McGarrigle. B.S.. Chestnut Hill College, 2001, Marketing
Jonathan D. Myers. B.A.. Kutztown Universiry; 2000, Speech Communication
Melissa R. Orlowski. B.A. Trenton State College. 1994. Communication/Criminal Justice
Lata M. Patel. B.S.. The Pennsylvania State University; 1998. Business/Marketing
David A. Pearson. B.A., University ofMinnesota. 1996. Communication
Anna Y. Popov a. B.A., Ufa State University- of Petroleum & Technology 2004, Public Relations
Nafiysa Robinson. B.A.. Seton Hill University; 2003, Communication
OmarC. Rozier, B.S., Clarion University. 2003. Communication
Michelle Leigh Runyon. B.A.. Rider University. 2001. Journalism
Dana Lynn Rush. B.A.. La Salle University. 2001. Communication
Margaret Colleen Stewart. B.A.. La Salle University. 2003. Mass Media Communication
Nicole Storey. B.A.. La Salle University, 2001. Communication
Arianna E. Summers. B.A.. University ofAlabama at Birmingham. 2001. Arts and Humanities
Janet A. Tirado. B.A.. Barrx University 1993, English/Professional Writing
Heidi L. Van Vooren. B.A.. West Chester University 1997, Communication Studies
Lindsay Meredith Warren. B.A.. The College ofNew Jersey. 2001. Communication Studies
Susannah M. Weigner-Clark. B.A.. Temple University 2000. Political Science
Yolanda Patricia West. B.A.. West Chester University. 2002. Communication Studies
Mary Callahan Whipkey. B.S.B.A., Villanova University 1979. Marketing
Darryl R. Williams. B.A.. Glassboro Stale College. 1991. Communication
M \s I IK OF ARTS IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN II K( MM W S II DIES
Cberjon J. Bailey, HA . The Pennsylvania State University, 2002, Spec, h Communit ation
Oregon, Ciethard. HA. La Salle University, 1999. Communication
Joseph J Gighoiu. Jr .. HA American University. 2006. International Affairs
Olga Greendlinger. Diploma. Tula Stale University, Russia. 1985, German
Mark P. Jacobs. HA.. Rhode Island College, 1994. Communications
Andrej N Lushnycky, HA. Ixi Salle University, 1992. French
Jill Mackenzie Muniniuk. B.A.. Emory University. 200.1. Russian Area Studies
Beata Mickevic, Diploma. Bialystok University, Poland. 2001. English
Alexander 1. Nalencz, HA Dickinson College. 1997. Italian Studies
Douglas /. Nelterdorl. HA . La Salle University, 2002. History
Roger C. Petro, Jr . B.S., Fairmont Stale College, 2001. History
MASTER OI \RTS IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Jacqueline Mane Abraido. B.A Allied University. 2004. Psychology
Sarah Rachel Anghelone, W A . Hosion I niversity, 2001, Psychology, HA . I niversity ofDelaware, 2000, Psychology
Chaska L Barksdale, HA Rosemont College, 2001, Psychology, M. \ . Temple I niversity, 2003, Education Ku
Danielle Beaumont, B.A.. The Pennsylvania San- University, 1995, Psychology Vx Dn-u-l I inversus. 2ooi Scienct ofInstruction
AnnLxnn Cunningham. H S I niversity q) Pittsburgh, 2003, Psychology
Sarah Elizabeth Deal. B I La Sail, University 2004, Psychology
Michael Paul Ferenschak. H A . La Salle University, 2004, Psychology
Kell) A l-oran. HA . LaFayette College, 2005, Psychology
David Manuel Come/. HA Rutgers I niversity 2004, Psychology
Kathleen Ann Harcleroad, /< S East Michigan University 2002, Psychology, W S . East Michigan I niversity 2<k>4. /v..
Michael Andrew Holston, &A, University ofDelaware, 2005, Psychology
Michelle Marie Manasseri, SA, \4illersville University, 1991, Psychology, W s Millersvillt University, 1996. Clinical Pi
Donald Roderick \laiks. H \ I niversity oj Pennsylvania, 1986, English, MA . La Salle I 'niversity 199
\l I / niversity ofPennsylvania, 1998, Liberal Arts
Ruth Ann Marsden, /< I Hontclab Snu, l niversity, 2004 Psychology
Kimberl) Jean Millhimes, HA Gettysberg I niversity 2002, Psychology M \ Towson I niversity 2004, Psychology
Melissa Alexis Muni... li \ Hampton ( oil* ?< 2004, Pss, hology
Case) I lizabeth Murray, />' \ I nion College, 2004, Psychology
Jennifei I va Fusco Perry, B \ Rutgers University, 1995, English, W S . I niversity ofPennsylvania, 2000, Id,,, anon
Anna Meredith Rehwinkel, H \ . Johns Hopkins I niversity 2005, Psychology
Deenal Sadiky, B S Hu Pennsylvania State t niversity, 2004, Human Developmental
(.ml Shabol H \ University ofDelaware, 2001, Psychology
Rosanna Spoaato, H \ Si foseph's I niversity, 2tx>2. Psychology
Sara Walter* Bugbee, H I . Guilford College, 2003, Psychology
tanelaAnnWolper.fi i Franklin & \1arshaU University 2002, Biology and Behavior, \l S Chestnut Hill (
MASTER Ol URTS IN CLINICAL-CO! NSELING PSYCHO] 0G1
Jenniiei tmicone li \ Vlllanova I niversity 2002, Psychology
Kristin Michelle tmmann.fi \ Rutgers University 2003 Psychology
( harlene Vrtillio i< \ TempU i niversity 2003 Psychology
Berth Bartolin, H S old Dominion i niversity, 2002 Psychology
I rk Boehmla Fink /•' \ Holy l,m„is l niversity 2003 Psychology
lle.iilui tanBowditch us Elizabeihtown College 1996 Occupational Therapy
venecia I Boyd.fi.5 Howard University 2001 Psychology
lleailui l ynette B 1, Psychology and (
Lindsay Marie Brown, 0.5 Towson University 2003 Psychology
Patricia Bruno B.S Cornell University 1993 Hioio^y
Nicole < ampbell l< \ TempU I niversity I >
\n.iii .i Camaggio /< i Tht Pennsylvania Stan University
K\l,- \l ( Una, /' I I niversity
Daniel. i < ol.iii.lu-., II \ Rulgt n ' nivt "
lenna I ynn Darcj B I La SaUt ' niveau I
MASTER OF ARTS IN CLINICAL-COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Anthonj A. DeCarolis, B.A., Ursinus College, 1999, Psychology
Erika Devon Desjardins. H.A.. University of Maine. 2002. Psychology
Belhanne Dcvinc. B.A.. Uifayette College. 1992. Psychology
Carole DiGiuseppe, M.S.. Gwynedd-Mercy College, 1993, Accounting. B.S., 2005. Gwynedd-Mercy College. 2005. Psycholog
Loretta Ellen Eberle, B.A., La Salle University. 2004. Psychology/English
Cidone\ Edwards-Pearson. U.S.. The Pennsylvania Stale University. 2001. Psychology
Maria Flacco. B.A.. Seton Hall University. 2003, Psychology
Joseph H. Gaines. B.A.. Temple University. 2002. Psychology
Megan Regine Gibson. B.S.. University ofRhode Island. 2003, Physical Education
Philip A. Grimes. B.A.. Widener University, 2001. Psychology
Elizabeth Ann Grosso, B.S., York College. 2001. Psychology
Jennifer C. Gutierrez, University ofPennsylvania, 2000. Psychology
Na/anin Hakimi. B.A.. Temple University. 2003. Criminal Justice
Brandi Lynn Harris. B.A.. Rutgers University. 2004. Psychology
Beth Allyn Herman. B.S.. Roger Williams College. 1989, Social and Health Senices Administration
Jennifer E. Higgins. B.A.. La Salle University. 2004. Psychology
Linda K. Hobkirk, B.A.. Ohio Wesleyan University. 1968, Psychology J.D.. University ofPennsylvania, 1993. Law
Anita H. Holland. B.A. Gwynedd-Mercy College. 1973. Elementary Education. M.Ed.. The Pennsylvania State University; 19
Instructional Systems
Erica Samantha Holtz. B.S.. University ofPittsburgh, 2003. Psychology
Daralynn Marie lero. B.A.. Franklin and Marshall College. 2004. Psychology
Michael Thomas Koseinski. B.A.. Alvemia College. 2005. Behavioral Health/Human Senices
Shawn Kraemer. B.A.. University ofScranton, 1992. Philosophy
Rachel Megan Kuter. B.S. DeSalcs University. 2004. Psychology
Diana Alyssa Ladd. B.A.. La Salle ( 'niversitv. 2002. Elementary and Special Education
Maryum H. Lee. B.S.. Lincoln University; 2003. Psychology
Regina Leyman, B.A.. Arcadia University. 2001. Psychology
Lindsay Ann Lowa. B.A., Denison University. 2003. Psychology
Jennifer Leigh Lyle. B.A.. Temple University. 2003. Psychology
Michael Benjamin May. B.S.. The Pennsylvania State University. 2001. Special Education
Alison Lynn Me Anespey. B.S.. The Pennsylvania State University; 2003. Human Dev.and Family Studies
Margaret Anne McCaul. B.A.. La Salle University; 1996. Psychology
Laura McGonigle. B.A.. West Chester University 2002. Psychology
Courtney Lasswell Miller, B.B.A.. The University ofTexas, 2001. Business
Patricia Ann Miller. B.S.N.. La Salle University; 1985. Nursing. M.S.N.. La Salle University- 1989. Nursing Administration
Carla Marie Moore. B.S.. The Ohio State University. 2003. Business Administration
llona Naroditskaya. B.A.. Temple University. 2002. Psychology
Tisha Marie Ortiz. B.A.. West Chester University. 2001. Psychology
Melanie Dawn Pagliaro. B.A.. The Pennsylvania State University. 2004. Psychology/Sociology
Sarah Marie Pillmore. B.S.. Villanova University. 2005. Accountancy
Tonya Monique Powell. B.A., University- of Virginia. 1994. Urban Planning
Lisa Marie Pozzi. B.S.. The Pennsylvania Slate University; 1995. Psychology
Vicki J. Rahenkamp. B.A.. Widener University. 2004. Psychology
Jane Marie Raimondi. B.A.. Temple University. 2002. Psychology
Lisette Rivera. B.A.. La Salle University. 1993. Spanish
Jennifer Rogers. B.S.. Brigham Young University. 2001. Family Science
Danielle Roseto. B.A.. Wesley College. 2003. Psychology
Andrew R. Ross, B.A.. Temple University 1987. Psychology
Melissa Katherine Rowan. B.A., The Pennsylvania State University. 2004. Psychology
Lauren N. Santos. B.S., Gwynedd-Mercy College. 2004. Psychology
Amber Schleicher. B.S.. Moravian College. 2004. Psychology
Marissa N. Smale. B.A.. Drexel University. 2001. International Area Studies
Elizabeth A. Sum-Slaughter. B.A., Rutgers University 1985. Business. M.B.A.. University ofNorth Carolina. 1996
Aim Wilkins Trask. B.S.. The Pennsylvania Stale University 1996. Psychology
Maria Michele Ulmer. B.A.. Temple University. 2002. Psychology
Jordan Catherine Urban. B.S.. Philadelphia University; 2002. Psychology
Maria Catherine Viseo. B.S.. Georgetown University. 2000. Chemistry
MASTER OF ARTS IN CLINICAL-COUNSELING PS\ CHOLOG1 (Continued)
Sara Elizabeth Weand. BA. Susquehanna University, 2001. Psychology
Christina A. While. BA. La Sulk- University, 2004, Psychology
Amanda L. Williams, B.S., The Pennsylvania State University, 2002, KinesiologyJoseph K Zagat b B \
la Salle University. 2002, Psychology
Joseph R. Zagacki, B.A . La Salle University. 2002. Psychology
Anastasia Zyuban, B A.. Kalingrad University, 2005, Psychology
MASTER OI iRTS IN EDUCATION
Erie Paul Adelsberger, B.S., Loyola College in Maryland, /W. Business Administration
Rommel M. Agbada, B.B.A.. temple University, 2003, Marketing
F. Eduaido R Alger. B.S., The American University, 1998, Distributed x
Jason Avicolli, B.A. Temple University, 1996. Philosophy
Annette M Haird. B f A . Rosemont College, 1985, Studio An
David Mayindombe Balosa, U S Ed.. I niversity oj Pennsylvania. 2003. II SOI
Ryan Andrew Bisbof.fi \ Shippensburg University, /wv. History
Laura Ann Chmiel. B A . Susquehanna I niversity, 1994. Commuiiicaiioi
Denise Toulatos Connolly, B A . Millersville University, 1996. French
Paula I. Crawford, B S Springfield College, 2000, Human Si
Michael J Deni, B.S Tht Pennsylvania State I niversity, 2003, Marketing
Miehele I .>nn l)e\ leans. B s BA La Salle University 2000, Marketing
Sara Dougherty, B S Hit f'enns\l\ama State I niversity, 2004, Kim fiology
Lisa Beth Dress, M s Towson t niversity, 2002, Instructional Technology
(oimne \ Ebinger.fi t Holy Family University 2003. Elementary Education
Leah Stacy Gautier, B \ I niversity oj Pittsburgh, 2000, French
Amanda I Glenn, B s . Ham/nan I nivi rsity, 2003, Mathematk i
limoiliN \ Groves. BA., Dickinson College, 1998. Economics
(hene LynneGruber, B \ Holy hamils I m\er\n\. 2(xi2. Education
Jill (nine rlamnett, B S ' h/vi rsity of St ronton, 2003 Finant <
Colleen \1 Hannigan, b \ Holy Family I niversity, 2002, Sports Management/Marketing
Pamela <> Henderson, B \ The Pennsylvania Stau I niversity, 2004, History
Rebecca Hooven, B s Kutztown ( niversity, 2004, Elementary Education
Susan E Igusky. B.S., Tht Pennsylvania Statt University 1999 S
Kami Iohnson.fi \ Ursinu i wmics/Sociology
Julie J. .nes S S \ Gwynedd w Nursing
ElenaKorboukh.fi i University ofIowa, 1997 Finance/International Business
Katie 1 Kuhner. B.S Ellzabethtown Collegt 2004 International Busim
Albertine McMullen Latham. fi.5.A Holy Family Collegt 1984 Vw
Matthew Paul MacKenzie, B \ Shippensburg I niversity, 200i
Dominic Joseph Mambu. fi^ Drew University 199
Keltic Miehele Matthews B\ Tht Pennsylvania Statt University 199
Erin Marie McGettigan S \ LaSallt Ui munication
Penelope Ann Minuto. fi.S.A Eastern University 2002 Nursing
Roslynn I >ye Mitchell B \ I nivt rsity
I aineii \ Morgan 8.5 Tht Pennsylvania Stau Uni
I miK Needleman B I English
NidiaOi B I Temph ' nivt rsity
( hristina Marie Pellegrino B S Tht firm i !
lacqueline M Pizzico BA. Bloomsburg Univei
Danya M Pompeo, B S \ La Sallt I niversity 1984
Deborah I ynn Rabj B
Maureen Susannc Si
Stephen Wilson Swai Spanish
lames Maurice layloi
Man ' " i " l rhoipe W.fl I
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION (Continued)
Theresa [Catherine Travis, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 1993, Finance
Carolyn Elaine Trymbiski. U.S.. Temple University, 2000, Early Childhood/Elementary Education
Kathleen Golden Waddington. B.A.. La Salic I nivcrsity, 1985, Biology/Psychology
Eileen M Wiencek, B.S.. Philadelphia University. 1999, Accounting
Sarah Elizabeth Williams-Kelly, B.A.. La Sidle University. 1990. Elementary/Special Education
Tanesha Preshae Woodard. U.S.. Philadelphia Biblical University. 2001. Christian Leadership
Adam Michael Zummo. B.S.. The Pennsylvania Stale University. 2003. Human Development and Family Studies
MASTER OF ARTS IN BILINGUAL/BICULTURAL STUDIES
Sandra Rodriguez-Holzapfel Adams. B.A.. Universidad Austral de Chile. 1987. Secondary Ed. -English as a Foreign Language, B.A..
I 'niversidad Austral de Chile. 1990. Modem Languages
Victoria N. Bolle, B.A.. Glassboro State College. 1985, Spanish
Mathew Giangiulio. B.S.. The Pennsylvania State University, 1994. Hotel. Restaurant and Recreation Management
Michelle L. Gomez. B.A.. Holy Family College. 2002. Elementary Education. M.A.. La Salle University. 2004. Education
Angela O. Niihe/. B.A.. Millersville University of Pennsylvania. 1983. Spanish
Kimberly Michele Nunn-Upsey. B.S.. Temple University. 1984. Therapeutic Recreation
Ami Rameshbhai Patel. B.A.. Drexel University. 2004. International Area Studies
Carolyn Librandi Plunkett. B.A.. La Salle University 1995. Communication
Jennifer E. Rigby. B.A.. Juniata College. 1999. Spanish Secondary Education
Johnny Santiago. B.S., The University of The State ofNew York. 1987. Psychology
Evelyn Strahl. B.Ed.. University of London. 1976. Secondary Education/French
Damien A. Swirble. B.A.. King's College. 2005. Spanish/Criminal Justice
Victoria M. Valenti. B.S.. Drexel University. 1995. Business Admin
MASTER OF ARTS IN THEOLOGY AND MINISTRY
Carmen J. Calvanese, B.A.. La Salle University. 2004. Philosophy
Edward J Connolly. B.A.. Temple University. 1978. Journalism. B.S.. Temple University. 1987. Mechanical Engineering Technology
Rebecca Ehrlich. B.A.. Muhlenberg College. 2006. Self-Designed Dance
Mary Gilmartin Fischl. B.S.. State University ofEducation at OSWEGO. N. Y. 1961. Biology. M.S.. City University N. Y. -Queens College. 1965.
Education. M.S.. University ofOregon. 1968. Biology. M.A.. La Salle University. 1995. Pastoral Counseling/Marriage Family Therapy
Michele Eileen Fisher. C.S.F.N., B.A.. Chestnut Hill College. 1988. Spanish/Psychology
Buddy Goodwin, B.A.. Austin Peay State University. 1996. Agriscience
Devon Virginia Grow. B.S.. Utah Valley State College. 2001. Integrated Studies
Bonnie Susan Hackett, B.A.. SUNY Potsdam. 1971. Liberal Arts
Jacob Joseph Hailey. B.A.. St. Joseph'sUniversity. 1971. History
Gerald Stanley Hopeck, Jr.. B.A.. King's College. 1997. Theology /History
Jason Daniel Hutchins. B.A.. Indiana University of Pennsylvania. 2002. History and Religious Studies
SueAnn Jeral, B.A., Rutgers University. 2003. Liberal Studies
Silvester Kuris, B.A.. Madurai Kamarajar University, 1989. Philosophy
Mars Ann Lammert. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 1997. Accounting
Regina Ann McTeague. B.A.. High Point College. 1984. Human Relations
Sharron Morita. B.A.. Syracuse University. 1964. Journalism and Political Science
Dorothy Jean Newman. M.A.. Temple University. 1968. History
Rev. Mr. Vincent Okoro. B.S.. Rowan University. 1990. Accounting. MB. A.. La Salle University, 1994. Healthcare Administration. M.S..
Temple University. 1998. Healthcare Finance
Sharon A. Poles-Congleton. B.S.N.. La Salle University. 1988. Nursing
Anthony Thomas Prete. B.A.. St. Louis De Montfort Seminar); 1965. Theology
Kyle W. Thompson, B.A.. West Chester I 'nivcrsity. 2001. Religious Studies
MASTER Of \Kls IN HISTORY
James H. Bnghiman III. HA. Indiana University Bloomington, 1996. English
Michael K. DiCamillo. Jr. B.A.. Rowan University. 2000, Elementary Education/English
Mildred L Hopper. B.S., West Chester in, versus. 1964. Education
Robert A. Robeseh. HA. La Salle University, 2002, Communication
Patricia A. Roessner, B.S.Ed., Indiana I niversity ofPennsylvania, 1994. Social Studies Education
COLLEGE OE PROFESSIONAL AND CONTINUING SI I DIES
Joseph Y. Ugras, Ph.D.. Dean
MASTER OE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
locben H Bakes. B.S., Technical University OffenbachAm Mam. 1990. Aviation
Gyttrg} Filep, H ..V.. Technical University ofBudapest, 1980, Engineering
Miguel Fbnollosa, B.S., \HH Technical University, 1983, Electronics
Joachim Felix Liebscher. HA. I inversus of \lurhur\>. 20O0. Art History
Susanne Judith I.uedi. BA., University of Basel. 1999. History and German Literatun
Roberto Mayyi. H S . Amnion S< hool. 1994. Aeronautical Engineering
Malvina Sicca. H S . SwissairAviation School. 2000, Aviation
Xenia -Melame Schindler. H H A . Stemheis Hochschule, 2003, Health ( an
Linda Stephen, US. Davelin College, 1987, Marketing
Aylae Alice Voetmann, H s Aarhm School oj liusmess. 2000, Business
M \STER OF ARTS IN PROFESSIONAL COMMI NIC VI ION
Pilitsa Arvaniti, H s, Vex York College, 2005, Business Management
Petra Baricanyiovi, />' \ ( us I niversity, Trencin, Slovakia, 2004, Business Administration
Irena Fukova, HA . I unci sits oj V*m hak m Prague, Czech Republit . 2005 Communicai
Scarlett Danielli Moreno Garcia, B V. University ofNe* York in Pragut Czech Republu 2005 Communi
IVn Haiv H \ I niversity oj \<>, York in Prague, Czech Republic, 2005, CommunicatuH
ha Hausvaterovi, HA . I nivesity ofHull, l nited Kingdome, England, 1999, Busim
Daniela Hupikovi, B I University ofNe* York in Prague, Czech Republic. 2004, Communication d Mass M
Marie Eleni lakovou /( \ Technological Educational Institute oj \thens 2oot> Marketing
Stamos Karagiannu l< \ s< » YorkCollegt 2004, Communication
\> c-.li.! Khan, B.A.. ( niversity <-/ Washington, 2003, PrintmaJdng
Margarita N Koukiou H \ \merican Collegt ofGreece, 2001, Communication
I. .imi K..uM.iki H \ Vew York Collegt 2005 Marketing
Luck Kurzovi. B I University ofNe* York in Prague, Czech Republu 2004 Communia
Gabriela MaudrovA, /L4 University ofNew York in Pragut Czech Republu 2005 Communicai
Andrea Midkifl H\ University ofEconomics i
I...hum-. \ Papantoniou BA..New] - Communication
Monica Anna Kim /M University ofNew York in Pragut < ech Republic, 2004. Communkatia
Marie Skrivanek. ZM University ofOn Communication
Dimitrios Sporgitat, B.St Vei Business Communication
I i anouela Maria riistraki /( \ \.u YorkCollegt -
,"" s Communication
\ us. him B \ Hi | i \olltan I nivt rsity i
Yotova /' I \<» Bulgarian I niversity Bulgaria
Stamatina Zilakou H \ i m Oj Philosophy
SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES














































































































































































































































































Christopher G. Tomaszew ski
La\all Tra>nhani
Sara R Tucker









Barbara W bitfield •'










BACHE1 OROl s< II- v I IN Nl lUllins
Andrea Vriene Bryan
Shalonda Nicole < ain
lush \nii>ci ( ame)
Kristen I lizabeth Davis
shuies Gethen
Alicia Amu- 1 ittlc
Christine I I one
Kristin Miriam Markmann
Jessica I lyse Micek
Kell) \nn Minnich
Ronald J Myen
Kellie I ynn Nadeau
Danielle M
IU( III I OK Ol S( II \( I
I
I in. Marie Bakes
tana Marie Bilin
l mi Mci Brackin
I lizabeth Unslej Holod)
Nicole < i I
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Paul R. Brazina, M.B.A., C.P.A., C.M.A., Dean

















































Frank Gerard Curreri. Jr.
Charisse Leandra Curtain-Eldridge
Ronald Anthony Czerniakow ski
Brian Michael D'Angelo
Christopher W. Daubert











Edward J. Downing HI
Eric John Dreyer








































Theodore Richard Jabara III






























































































Francis D Scaillon. Jr
Ryan Michael ScoO
Theresa Siobhan Fllen ScoU
Pamela S Semen
Jessica Elyse Sherding
Jason Ronald Show maker
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SCHOOL OF ARTS \\l> SCIl-.v ES




KeiK \iin I innegan Beckmann
Vlejandro Hagan
I on \iine Klein
kiistm \ini Korenkiewicj
Stephanie I ambeit
\udiev \niie I ampin;.'
Veronica Renee I ee Monpjomci
v






Margie M Rouse Blumenthal
Doris A Kubio
Sidncv A Rudolt
Jessica I ynn Stelt/
Jenmtei I
I auien M Williams




( aithn Maiv It on.in
Iota Bygon
Brians I I nanj
t hrittophei i ee < onrow
Stephen M i»i< leco
Kathryn Dobrari i y
\mi Marie I dwardi
Michael I ee I llerson
I
e
I aula Danielle I allev
Paul Man oFra * i
Daniel ( I i. .1* n> \
Michele Oaffne)
BACHELOR Ol sen \< l
Karissal Galletta
Damei ( hit ( larbaccio
I In.mas Robert ( 'all"
Kathryn I lizabeth Hartman
Brandon Ford Hing
Iin I "lie Huang
Kan. Isajan
NadiaS lohn
( haiks \iien Jordan III








takheieldeen I due- V
Aiilhonv I N
Batucan Pais















































































































































Justin Adam Matthew Fields
Matthew John Fischetti
Edward J. Fitzpatrick. Jr.
Lorna Kaplan Fleet





























































Scott I dward Karwowski






William Robert Griffith Kern













Dane < hristophei I sine
( arolyn < laire I ake
\
I
m 1 1 1 bon) I .nun
Rj( hard tathon) I azer, )i
( atherine I I earj
i. '.inn i ec
I mi Marie Lenox
Michael G Levins
Jason I ewandowiki



























Gerard \ Margiotti III
Glenda M Marrera
Sharira I lyce Marshall
Dennis Martin
Martin
l indse) Beth Massimiani
Jessica I herese Matthews







Siobhan Kathleen \K Daniel
Stephen Michael McDowell
Matthew David Mc< hiire
Kristen Rose McGuriman
Patrick James NkKeown
I indsa) Inn McKernan
llealhei I Mine McKhUM)
Shaune I Mi I aughlin
Kevin I McLoughlin. Ji
Michael
Nobuyasu M< Pherson
Daniel John M< Phillips
Kevin Meadows
lllll. Mill, R \|
Mehss.i x 11 11 Meyet
losephl Miles III




































I ouis \ O'Brien
Caidin Keale) O'CoaneJl
Kell) tnnO'Gmd)
Meghan I ileen O'Hara
Kristyn Michelle Oliveti
leiesa ( )lsen
John J t> Rc.ll> 111
Kate I lizabeth Osman
Deborah tan Ounan
Joseph Hi.'






































Michael M. Sahara III




























































































COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL AND CONTINUING STUDIES




































SCHOOL OFARTSAND s( II v Is
Thomas A. Keagv. Ph.D.. Dean
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS
Maria (amila Suare/ Aralu
Michelle Carrion ClUZ
Jesus A De Jesiis
Carol T. Lope/ Diaz







Clara Ines Ahare/ Quiniana
Nashira A Ramos
Juliana Sania
COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL AND CONTTjNT IN(, STUDIES




Vote&on . tcaaemec \ Dre&&
The histon, of academic dress hciiins in llie earls da\s of the oldest
Bachelors" of the University of Coimbra to wear gowns. In Engl;
colleges forbade "excess in apparel" and prescribed the wearing o
sources chief!} in ecclesiastical or in ci\ ihan dress. Gowns may hav
;s. A statute of 1321 required all "Doctors. Licentiates, and
the second half of the 14th century, the statutes of certain
own. It is still a question whether academic dress finds its
sidered necessary for warmth in the unheated buildings used
e\al scholars Hoods may ha\e served to cover the tonsured head until superseded for that purpose by the skullcap. The cap was
placed by a headdress similar to ones now recognized as "academic." European institutions continue to show great diversity in their
ations of academic dress. However, when American colleges and universities adopted a system of academic apparel a half-
rail to folio'
Gowns—The gown for the bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves and is worn closed. The gown for the master's degree has an oblong sleeve,
open at the wrist, with the sleeve base hanging down in the traditional manner. The rear part of the sleeve's oblong shape is square cut and
the front part lias an arc cut away. It may be worn open or closed. The gown for the doctor's degree has bell-shaped sleeves and may be
worn open or closed. Bachelor's and master's gowns have no trimmings, but the doctor's may be faced on the front with black or colored
\el\et and with three bars of the same across the sleeves. If color is used, it is the color distinctive of the subject to which the degree pertains,
and it matches the edging or binding of the hood.
Hoods—Hoods
hood is the coloi
e lined with the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree. The binding or edging of the
ndicative of the subject to which the degree pertains, except that the doctor's cap may have its tassel of gold thread.
Caps—Mortarboards are generally worn as part of the academic costume. The long tassel fastened to the middle point of the cap's top is
either black or the color appropriate to the subject. It is customary for degree candidates to wear the tassels on the right front side before
degrees are conferred and to shift them to the left when the degrees are awarded. This custom is in some respects a substitute for individual
hooding.
For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctors' gowns, edgings of hoods, and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the
different subjects are as follows:
Agriculture - Maize





Education - Light Blue
Engineering - Orange








Oratory (Speech) - Silver Gray
Pharmacy - Olive Green
Philosophy - Dark Blue
Physical Education - Sage Green
Public Administration - Peacock Blue
Public Health - Salmon Pink
Science - Golden Yellow
Social Work - Citron
Theology - Scarlet
Veterinary Science - Gray
Adapted from "An Academic Costume Code and Ceremony Guide." American Universities and Colleges (Washington. D.C.: American
Council on Education. 1959)




